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Abstract
For any information to be organized, taxonomy is essential. Taxonomy plays a very important role for
information and content management. Also it helps in searching of content. The most common method for
constructing taxonomy was the manual construction. As the information available today is huge, constructing
taxonomy for such information manually was time consuming and maintenance was difficult. This paper
presents an overview of various taxonomy construction techniques available for easier construction of taxonomy
or generating taxonomy automatically. Also this paper describes the advantages and disadvantages of each
technique used.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Taxonomy is a process of classifying content and organizing. It is an organized set of words used for
organizing information and intended for browsing. For faster information retrieval and a better classification of
knowledge, taxonomy is very much essential. The term “Taxonomy” comes from terms “Taxos”, ordering and
“nomos”, rule. [1] Taxonomy was first used as a field in biology where it was necessary for classification of
biological specimens. Example of taxonomy includes Bloom’s taxonomy, Plant taxonomy, and Animal
taxonomy etc. which have been used today for easier classification of biological specimens. Nowadays the
concept of taxonomy is being used in other areas such as “Psychology” and “Information Technology”.
Particularly in Information Technology, it is very much useful for content management and information
architecture. This has been widely used in websites for categorization of web pages or resources (audio, video,
content etc). Taxonomy is always rigid and conservative. Taxonomies also provide “serendipitous guidance”
[33] since it helps to get additional information from viewing where a topic resides in the taxonomy’s context.
Many advantages are there in using taxonomy. Some of them include easy navigation and searching. However
updating or maintaining taxonomy is very much difficult since incorporation of new resources or categories
involves more time. There are three ways of constructing taxonomy: a manual approach, a semi-automated [15]
approach, an automated approach. From an organization perspective, taxonomy construction can be classified
into three types namely buying pre-built taxonomy, building a taxonomy using several techniques and automatic
approach.[18] According to survey made by Gartner that taxonomy construction is vital and 70% of
organizations who invested do not achieve their return on investment because of lack of proper taxonomy
construction.
The following activities are Supported by Taxonomy:[21]
 Searching


Re-purposing the content



Unifying language across enterprise



Future-proofing knowledge
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This paper presents an overview of various approaches for construction of taxonomy. The widely used
approach is the automatic construction of Taxonomy by incorporating user generated metadata called Tags
which can be used along with various other techniques.
II.

OUTLINE

In this paper, we present an overview of the techniques available for construction of Taxonomy. In section III,
a general description about constructing Taxonomy, it’s approaches and its importance. It tells us about the
manual construction of taxonomy with its pros and cons. In section IV – VIII, a list of available taxonomy
construction techniques has been discussed with its issues. We present an overview of each technique and list
both advantages and disadvantages of each technique. Nowadays the construction of taxonomy is enhanced due
to the use of tags. Since tags are used by people for sharing content, constructing taxonomy for classifying
content based on tags is presented in section VIII of the paper. Also it discusses the problems related to tagging
of content/ resources. This paper also discusses other approaches that can be used to construct taxonomy in the
final section.
III.

CONSTRUCTING TAXONOMY

Reference [1] shows that construction of taxonomy is limited to a particular domain. For example, taxonomy
for a domain “Sports” can be constructed by specifying the categories “Football”, “Cricket”, “Hockey” etc
under “Sports”. For extraction of categories and terms that can be used for each category, careful detailed
analysis and study should be performed and this is defined by the domain experts. [31] After a thorough
analysis, the categories and content in each category are represented in an organizational structure. [2] As
mentioned above taxonomies built using existing taxonomy templates (pre-built taxonomy) from vendors can
speed up the construction of taxonomy and help an enterprise deliver quick results. Existing taxonomies can be
optimized for the organization’s specific requirements. However pre-built taxonomies have some disadvantages
since it has less applicability and also time spent on user training.
An in-house constructed taxonomy is more particular to an organization and its intention. The selection of
terminology in taxonomy is fully controlled by the developer. Sometimes it is only possible to construct an inhouse taxonomy since existing taxonomies may not exist for a particular domain. The only disadvantage for
constructing taxonomy is time consumption and also expensive.
Irrespective of whatever approach used to construct taxonomy, there are four phases in general for taxonomy
construction:
 Planning and Analysis: Detailed study needs to be done by the domain experts to identify the
categories, resources to be allocated, cost involved in the construction.


Design, Development and Testing: Detailed design of hierarchical structure is done by the software
development team.



Implementation: In this paper, various approaches of implementing taxonomy are discussed.



Maintenance: Maintenance of taxonomy is a taxing job and time consuming for manual construction as
mentioned above. However maintenance can be simpler if automatic construction approaches is used.

For constructing taxonomy, two techniques are widely used: Top-Down approach and Bottom-Up approach
[17]
 The top-down approach involves selection of few numbers of higher categories reaching more specific
levels of lower subcategories based on the context. Usually taxonomy is developed manually and it
provides control over the concepts present in higher taxonomy levels.


The bottom-up approach involves selection of specific levels of categories and reaching the higher
categories. To extract concepts from content and to make generalizations the automatic techniques are
used in this approach.

The above two approaches have both advantages and disadvantages still vital for taxonomy construction.
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A.

Manual Approach

Usually the most common method of constructing taxonomy is the manual method. This method has been by
the domain experts who are experienced in a particular domain can construct taxonomy. It provides major
control over the synonyms and order of concepts. The choice of terminology is left to domain experts for using
in taxonomy. Because of human judgment, manual classification of documents to the concepts in taxonomy is
less accurate. Due to this misunderstanding of the terminology is possible for an end user who wants to view a
particular resource of a domain. Also maintenance of taxonomy using such approach is a time consuming task.
Nowadays it is very rare to construct taxonomy using manual approach. [1]
Advantages: Human decision, High precision, Disambiguation.
Disadvantages: Labor exhaustive, Unable to scale, Costly resources
IV.

AUTOMATIC APPROACH

In recent years research is being out for generating taxonomy using various techniques. Some of the
approaches used for automatic Taxonomy generation include:
 Using WordNet (Lexical Database Dictionary) and NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques.


Using large text corpus.



Clustering algorithms.



Using the combination of tags (Annotations/Keywords) and Wikipedia to generate taxonomy.

The above approaches can be used in any combination for enhancing the construction of taxonomy. Also the
above approaches are used at lexical and semantic level where the concepts of taxonomy are extracted and
semantic relationships are used to construct the taxonomy.
Several automatic classification tools are available for classifying the content for a prevailing taxonomy or to
generate taxonomy structure. Various algorithms (Statistical Analysis, Bayesian Probability, Clustering) [32] are
applied to tools that create taxonomy structure to a set of documents using bottom-up strategy since this strategy
involves incorporating automatic techniques. However automatic construction provides least control over the
synonyms and order of concepts. Also refinement of the concepts is required for the user to understand. It can
save time however human judgment will be there to check if the concept should be there in taxonomy or not.
Advantages: Handles large volumes, Measures easily, Cheap resources
Disadvantages: Rule/ algorithm weakness, Inaccuracies, Not easy to train
A. Natural Language Processing: Definition and Areas
A Natural Language refers to language spoken by people and the applications that deal with the natural
language are called Natural Language Processing*. NLP is an area of research carried out by software giants like
Microsoft, Google, and Yahoo etc. From Fig.1 the NLP comes under Artificial Intelligence which is again a
category of areas under “Computers”. NLP is carried out at various levels namely linguistic level, syntactic
level, semantic level, information retrieval and extraction and machine translation. However there are both
advantages and issues at all levels. NLP is being used for various applications such as classifying text into
categories, index and search large texts, automatic translation, speech understanding, information extraction,
knowledge acquisition and text generations.
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Fig.1. Computer Science Taxonomy

B.

WordNet-Lexical Database for English

For NLP (Natural Language Processing) based applications, a lexical database dictionary WordNet is
primarily used. The most commonly used WordNet is the English WordNet. † It groups English words into set of
synonyms called synsets, provide short, general definitions and records various semantic relations between these
synonym sets. Using WordNet3 (Princeton) it is possible to generate a hierarchical structure by defining IS-A
relationship between nouns and verbs.[34] However WordNet is also used in other languages and can also be
constructed for other languages using the English WordNet which is used as a skeleton structure [3]. Reference
[3] shows the construction of WordNets for Spanish and Catalan languages. Using WordNet one can generate
the parts of speech form of a particular word and also finds the similarity between two given words in a
dictionary. The WordNet also uses morphology functions to generate the root form of a word.
A lot of
advantages and limitations for using WordNet are described in 2.
V.

CONSTRUCTING TAXONOMY USING WordNet

Several approaches where WordNet plays an important role have been used. This section describes some of
the approaches that use WordNet for taxonomy construction. A semi supervised approach is used to construct
taxonomy from scratch using the web hyponym-hypernym pairs [6]. It automatically learns from hyponymhypernym using the root concept, a basic level concept and recursive surface patterns. This approach is very
much useful for reconstructing WordNet taxonomy. Another approach is to build noun hierarchy of WordNet
automatically from a text corpus [7]. Calculates the cosine of the angle between two vectors of the constructed
nouns set, as

cos(v, w)  v, w / | v || w |

Also, similarity between two nouns can be calculated as

Sim ( A, B ) 



v, w

cos(v, w) / size ( A) size ( B )

where v ranges over all vectors for nouns in group A, w ranges over the vectors in group B, and size(x) denotes
the number of nouns that are descendants of node x.
The most common approach of deducing taxonomic relations is following a bottom-up strategy [3]. The
following steps are performed when using a bottom-up strategy
 Parsing each definition for obtaining the genus.


Performing a genus disambiguation procedure.



Building a natural classification of concepts as concept taxonomy.

There other two approaches that uses WordNet for Taxonomy construction: “MERGE” approach and
“EXPAND” approach.
In “MERGE” approach, there are two steps:
 Selection of main top beginners for a semantic primitive.
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Two processes are carried out which include: Attaching Diccionario General Ilustrado de la Lengua
Espanola (DGILE) senses to semantic primitives and filtering process. In the first process two steps are
carried to calculate conceptual distance and salient words are extracted in the following ways.[35]
1.

First labeling: Conceptual Distance is calculated between two words with the help of WordNet

Dist ( w1, w2)  min

 1 / depth(c

k ))

where, ck ε path(c1i,c2i) where c1i ε w1 and c2i ε w2
2.

Salient words are extracted using the formula

AR ( w, SC ) 

Pr( w | SC ) log 2 Pr( w | SC )
where, w denotes word and SC means semantic
Pr( w)

class


In the filtering process, genus terms are removed.
Exploiting genus, construction of taxonomies for each semantic primitive.
Genus Sense Identification and Genus Sense Disambiguation are performed and a taxonomy structure
is generated.

A. Word Sense Disambiguation
The process of finding relevant documents and ignoring the irrelevant ones are carried out by an
information retrieval system. The search results are optimized by disambiguating terms and omitting the
documents that holds the terms used in incorrect sense. There are various ways word sense disambiguation can
be performed.
The problems with word sense disambiguation are Homonymy and Synonymy. Homonymy is one word
which can be used in two or more different senses. This will results in irrelevant documents based on query
being retrieved. By adding words to the query that help to get the user intended documents. One attempt at
solving this adds additional words to the query that can help disambiguate the terms used in it to the concept that
the user intended. Consider the example of the word “bat”. We cannot differentiate “cricket bats” or “flying
animals” without providing additional information. By using additional words like “cricket bats” or “flying
animals” the search request will be less ambiguous and relevant documents will be obtained. But this method
affects the precisions of an information system.
Synonymy means that more than one word refers to the same concept or sense. There could be a problem
where documents which are relevant but could not be retrieved since the query doesn’t contain specific words.
Latent Semantic Indexing can be used to address this problem.
Various approaches and methods for disambiguation can be broadly classified into supervised disambiguation
methods, Unsupervised disambiguation methods, Semi-supervised methods, Dictionary and knowledge based
method. Based on the previous knowledge about the sense of particular instance of a word the corresponding
method is used.
VI. CLASSIFICATION FROM TEXT
Generating Taxonomy from text involves extracting concept maps from texts. Concept map is a graph that
contains nodes as concepts and arc as relations. [4] A concept map of a particular domain can be constructed by
giving a text file called TextStorm. It is used to extract binary predicates from a given file. TextStorm uses
WordNet (lexical database dictionary, Princeton) to extract concepts from a particular sentence using tagging.
For example, in the following sentence “John drinks Milk”, the predicate ‘drink’ where ‘john’ and ‘Milk’ are
concepts. The concepts are extracted based on IS-A relationship that can be found out with the help of WordNet.
The relationships are extracted which result in a concept map. The predicates extracted uses “Clouds” which is a
machine based learning tool which constructs a concept hierarchy by inferring knowledge. The architecture of
the methodology provides a clear insight about generating a concept hierarchy or taxonomy. According to the
architecture, a text file (TextStorm) is parsed and each sentence is tagged with the help of WordNet. Parsing is
done with the help of augmented grammar. Without using the training data, another approach was proposed by
[2] for automatically deriving hierarchical organization of concepts from a set of documents. The approach was
based on the following principles:
 Terms for the hierarchy are to be extracted from documents.
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The organization of the terms is such that a parent term refers to a more general concept than a child
term.



The child term covers a related a related sub topic of the parent.

Extracting concepts from simple sentences is quite simpler. However in a complex sentence there is always
an ambiguity which can be solved by Anaphora Resolution. For example, consider the following sentence,
“Lions eat both gazelles and zebras. These are the preys”. In the following sentence the keyword “These” refers
in the previous context which can be “gazelles, zebras, lions”. Such ambiguities can be resolved by pronominal
Anaphora Resolution. However this approach has many limitations which have been discussed in [4].
Another approach proposed by [19] where semantic relationships are extracted from textual documents.
Based on co-occurrence of terms in the text relationships are discovered. In this approach, terms are selected
from related documents to represent categories and to select best subset of features; χ2 measure is taken to select
an appropriate number of features for text classification

 2 ( c, t ) 

n * ( ps  qr )
( p  r ) * ( p  q ) * (q  s ) * (r  s )

where, p denotes frequency of documents in which t and c co-occur, q and r the frequency when either t or c
occurs, frequency when neither c nor t occurs is denoted by s and the total number of documents is n. Based on
the c and t independence the χ2 value will be zero or positive.
The Taxonomy can be constructed with the help of fuzzy relations and the relation between the terms can be
determined by Document Frequency (DF). For any two terms, the relation between them is called term
subsumption relation which is characterized by the following measure:

TSR (ti, tj )  P( DtjsubsetDti )

Where Dt denotes the set of documents the term t occurs and P represents the probability that Dtj is contained in
Dti and finally a fuzzy relation between two categories is determined known as Category Subsumption Relation
(CSR)
Another approach proposed by [20] where terms are extracted from set of documents after preprocessing and
terms is used to construct a conceptual hierarchy. The approach is divided into three modules:
 Term Extraction Module: It is responsible for labeling every document with a set of terms derived from
document.


Term Generation Module: On the basis of relevant morpho-syntactic patterns potential candidates are
selected from the sequences of tagged lemma



Term Filtering Module: By applying statistical scoring scheme the number of candidate terms produced
from previous module is reduced and that is the goal.

After performing these modules, Taxonomy is constructed. Taxonomy constructed in this approach is semiautomatic.
A. Anaphora Resolution: Types and Issues
Anaphora Resolution is known as pronoun resolution is the problem of resolving references to earlier or later
items in the context. It can be either in noun phrases or in verb phrases representing concepts. Noun phrases are
called referents. It is considered as a serious problem in NLP. Three types of anaphora are:[5]

Pronominal: In this general type where a referent is referred by a pronoun. For example, consider the
following sentence “Suresh is a Doctor. His friend is also a Doctor”. In the following sentence, the word
“His” refers to “Suresh”. This can be solved by an approach called “CBR (Case Based Reasoning)”.
Case Based Reasoning [10] basically extracts the syntactic and part-of-speech classification for main
elements in the two sentences of a new case. Then, it searches for a similar case that was resolved in the
past. The solution of this similar case is adapted to this new situation finding the word that has the same
syntactic function.


Definite noun phrase: The antecedent is referred by the phrase of the form “<the><noun phrase>”. For
example, consider the sentence “The relationship did not last long”. In the following sentence, the word
“relationship” refers to “the love”.
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Quantifier/Ordinal: The anaphor is a quantifier such as “one” or an ordinal such as “first”. For
example, in the sentence “He started a new one” where “one” refers to “the relationship”.

There are some traditional techniques for resolution which includes:
 Eliminative Constraints: An anaphor and a referent must agree in certain attributes to generate a match.
These include gender (male/female) and number (singular/plural).


Weighting Preferences: these factors are used to assign likelihood of match to the competing referents.
They include proximity, centering and syntactic/semantic parallelism.

Reference [5] describes the techniques that can be used for resolution which include:
 Multi-Sentential Resolution


Attributes as Semantic clues



Misclassifying “it” as Pleonastic



Verb Phases as Referents

Generating taxonomy from text involves some serious limitations such as depending on WordNet totally and
extensive study of verb types. Also finding relationships or conceptual maps from text require so many special
cases to be resolved. However techniques which use clustering algorithms have produced some good results [8].
VII. CLUSTERING APPROACHES
An approach has been proposed by [9] which present a conceptual clustering method based on FCA (Formal
Concept Analysis) and compare with other clustering techniques. The clustering techniques are compared based
on effectiveness, efficiency and traceability of taxonomy construction.
According to [9], taxonomy generation via clustering can be categorized into two classes namely the similarity
based methods and set-theoretical approaches on the other. These two methods follow a vector-space model and
represent a word or term as a vector. The similarity based clustering algorithms are further classified into
agglomerative and divisive. So an FCA based theoretical clustering approach is compared with these similarity
based clustering algorithms and results are compared.
A. Cluster Analysis
It is also known as data segmentation is the grouping or segmenting a group of objects into clusters, so that
those within the same cluster are closely related to each other. The main aim is to find the similarity between
objects being clustered. Hierarchical clustering and partitioning clustering are the two methods for clustering:
B. Formal Concept Analysis
‡

Formal Concept Analysis is an ethical way of automatically deriving ontology from a group of objects and
their properties. 3Rudolf Wille first introduced this analysis and later developed by Birkhoff. FCA is an
unsupervised learning method which is used to analyze relations between objects, G and their features, M. FCA
identifies from data description called formal context K, its set of features B subset M being correlated with its
set of objects A subset G.
C. Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering is a similarity based bottom-up clustering technique in which at the
beginning every term forms a cluster of its own. Three different strategies are used to estimate the similarity
between clusters: single-, complete- and average- linkage. Single linkage is defined as the similarity between
two clusters P and Q to equal Max pεP, qεQ Sim (p, q), considering the chosen pair between two clusters. The
other name for this is nearest neighbor technique. It’s defining feature is that the distance between groups is
defined as the distance between the closest pair of objects. D(r, s) is calculated as Min (d(i, j)) where object “i”
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is in cluster “r” and object “j” in cluster “s”. Complete linkage considers the two most dissimilar terms Min pεP,
Sim (p, q). The other name for this is farthest neighbor technique. The distance between objects is calculated
as the distance between the most distant pair of objects. D(r, s) is calculated as Max (d(i, j)) where object “i” is
in cluster “r” and object “j” in cluster “s”. Finally average-linkage computes the average similarity of the terms
of two clusters. In this method the distance between clusters is the average of distances between all pairs of
objects where object is taken from each group.
qεQ

The distance D(r, s) is computed as D ( r , s ) 

Trs
( Nr * N s )

where, “Trs” is the sum of all pair wise distances between cluster “r” and cluster “s”. Nr and Ns are the sizes of
clusters “r” and “s” respectively.
To create a hierarchy of clusters grouping similar items i.e. documents the algorithm can be applied.
Clustering begins with a set of singleton clusters, each containing a single document Di, i=1, 2…N where D is
the entire set of documents and N is number of documents. The two most similar clusters over the entire set D
are merged to create a new cluster that covers both. This procedure is iterated for each of the remaining N-1
documents.
Merging of document clusters is completed until a single, all-inclusive cluster remains. At the end, a uniform,
binary hierarchy of document clusters is generated.
Fig.2 depicts the hierarchical clustering of 8 documents.

Fig.2. Document Classification using Hierarchical Clustering

The time complexity of naïve implementations of hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithms is O (n3)
where n is the number of terms and when using single linkage its time complexity is O (n2).
D. Bi-Section K-MEANS Clustering
According to Bi-Section-K-Means – a variant of K-Means – is a good and fast divisive clustering
algorithm.[36] It frequently outperforms standard K-Means as well as agglomerative clustering techniques. The
time complexity of Bi-Section K-Means algorithm is O (nk) where n is the number of terms and k is the number
of clusters.
On comparison, the FCA based approach produces slightly better results than the other clustering
approaches. It is not only producing cluster – but also provides an intentional description for the clusters which
contribute to better understanding. On contrasting with similarity based methods, it provides higher level of
traceability. A drawback of using the FCA is that the size of the lattice becomes exponential with the size of the
context resulting in exponential time complexity compared to O (n2 log n) and O (n2) for agglomerative and BiSection K-Means clustering.
Reference [9] provides a clear comparison of various clustering approaches used to generate Taxonomy based
on effectiveness, efficiency and traceability in the following table.
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TABLE 1
TABLE SHOWING COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CLUSTERING APPROACHES

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Traceability

FCA

Good

O (2n)
Near Linear

Good

Agglomerative
clustering

Good

O (n2 log n)
(complete/Avg)
O (n2) (single)

Fair

Bi-Section KMeans

Good

O (n2)

Weak-Fair

Another approach was proposed by [8] where a conceptual taxonomy is constructed which is a hierarchical
construction of keywords also known as Keyword Hierarchy. The hierarchical construction is performed using
Ward Hierarchical clustering algorithm guided by keyword proximity measure. This is carried out in similar
way in which PageRank determines the authority of web pages. For cluster evaluation measure GoodmanKruskal is used. One of the greedy, agglomerative clustering methods that record a fusion of clusters into large
clusters is Ward’s hierarchical method. PageRank is used to rank the keywords used in a cluster. This algorithm
is also used in Google Search.
Another approach proposed by [23] which uses a clustering framework called DIVA to generate Taxonomy
automatically. DIVA is a multi phase clustering algorithm which can be separated into two steps: Divisive and
Agglomerative. In first step a divisive approach is performed for a given dataset D and a cluster set Ck is
generated. In the second step, an agglomerative approach is performed for the cluster set Ck to generate a
dendrogram T
Another approach proposed by [22] where a query Taxonomy is generated by means clustering. It uses a new
clustering approach called HAC+P and it is an extension of Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm
(HAC). To generate a cluster hierarchy it is combined with hierarchical cluster partitioning technique.
VIII.

CONSTRUCTING TAXONOMY USING TAGS

Social Tagging is a present trend now. People tag a resource which can be used for better sharing and
searching. [11] Tagging helps in discovering items which are not found and helps in improving search. Several
websites are available where people tag content or resources for effective communication. Some of them include
§
Flickr, **Delicious, ††Bibsonomy, ‡‡Technorati which are widely used portals for tagging. Basically tagging can
be represented as Documents, Users and Tags. [14] This is sometimes known Collaborative Tagging. Since tags
are used to describe the resources, to categorize the resources into a structured hierarchy tags play an important
role for generating Taxonomy. This section describes the approaches used to create taxonomy from user
generated tags. Also it gives an overview about the problems that can occur from user generated tags.

A. Tagging Approaches
Some of the approaches include [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22] are used to construct Taxonomy. Reference [12]
provides a framework to classify web pages based on social annotation. In this approach both web page and
category are described based on tags and assign the resource to the category based on cosine similarity.
Reference [13] describes a hierarchical classifier that can be used to classify documents into categories based on
the tags that are used to describe the documents. This approach requires the document to be preprocessed before
applying the document in the hierarchical classifier. Reference [14] describes about the document classification
categorized using Open Directory9. Reference [16] provides a novel approach for generating Taxonomy using
§

Flickr is online picture sharing service from Yahoo!. People tag photos to share the content. (www.flickr.com)
Delicious is a very popular social bookmarking service from Yahoo!. People can tag bookmarks to share content.(www.delicious.com)
Bibsonomy is an online publication management service.(www.bibsonomy.org)
‡‡
Technorati is an online news aggregator for various domains (www.technorati.com)
**

††
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tags. In this approach tags are collected from Delicious database and heuristic rule analysis is performed. Valid
documents are extracted using tags with the help of Wikipedia. Each document is parsed and conceptrelationship acquisition and inference approach is performed for generating Taxonomy.
Another approach proposed by [22] where tags are extracted from repositories and clustering techniques are
performed. Similarity between tags can be calculated by using the distance metric which depends on the factors
namely: Co-occurrence for tags and Semantic similarity for tags.
Presently research is being carried out for enhancing taxonomy construction with the help of tags and also
improving the navigation of Taxonomy.
Tagging provides an easier approach for classification of content and constructing Taxonomy. However tags
can be misused since it is user generated data. The vocabulary of tag terms may not be accurate. Also spams are
generated using tags which are being addressed as a serious issue [11].
IX.

OTHER APPROACHES

Some of the approaches [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] are used to automatically generate Taxonomy. These
approaches are incorporated with clustering techniques. In [24] existing distance measure which is used to
calculate the similarity is modified to enhance Taxonomy construction. In [25], taxonomy can be constructed
based on frequency in which the terms occur which can be useful for generating a natural hierarchy. In [26], a
compound similarity measure between two terms is used based on neural network model. In [29], Taxonomy is
generated automatically using the Heymann algorithm. It determines the generality of terms and inserts the
terms into Taxonomy.
The combination of manual and automatic lead to technique called hybrid where lots of debate is going
on. It is having advantages like large volume + precision, human-guided rule sets and incremental learning.
Disadvantages are management challenge, extraordinary shills needed and maintenance endeavor required.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an overview of different approaches used to generate Taxonomy. The approaches
discussed above can be used in any combination to construct Taxonomy. The approach which uses tags for
content classification and for construction of Taxonomy is a relatively new area where a lot of enhanced
techniques for easier construction is being researched. Also constructing Taxonomy for a domain presents a
challenging task since the Web is a heterogeneous repository of information.
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